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The recently launched KCI vertical highlights 
our objective, consumer advocacy, and recent 
perspectives

The Kearney Consumer 
Institute (KCI) advocates 
for the consumer through 
thoughtful, provocative 
insights and solutions
Kearney laid the 

groundwork for 

the KCI through 

Future Consumer 

studies that 

highlighted key 

consumer shifts.

kearney.com/consumer-retail/kearney-consumer-institute
If you’d like to find out more, visit:
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Shop till you drop
Consumers love to shop, wherever and 
whenever. We just need to be set up to allow 
them to do so.  

Less is more
We can all be victims of analysis paralysis. 
Make sure your product offering is providing a 
differentiated benefit consumers actually want.

Hello, Pot? It’s me, Kettle
Those who live in glasshouses … shouldn’t 
publish empty messages and commitments 
without looking internally first.

You jump, I jump
Ultimately, nothing is more important than 
consumer trust. Consider how your consumer 
relationships transcend the purchase process.

Consumer trends 
to watch in the 
back half of 2020

Meaningful consumer trends reveal 

themselves over time. Our quarterly brief 

highlights how these behaviors emerge and 

evolve, and what to do about it.



Optionality
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Optionality

Consumers 
want 
optionality, 
with the 
ability to 
shop and 
engage on 
their own 
terms

concept
Consumers shop where, 

when, and how they 

want, not by channel

action
Structure the 

organization to reflect 

how a consumer 

shops
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Optionality

Consumers don’t 
intentionally shop by 
channel, or make active 
decisions on how they’ll 
shop for most purchases
They simply shop, 

and expect a 

seamless 

experience and 

options to browse 

and buy on their 

own terms.

Outline tangible and intangible consumer 

needs and priorities for your products and 

services. 

– Needs include: convenience, product selection, 

ability to touch, browsing for inspiration

Evaluate the role each channel plays to 

meet those needs, and how channels can 

talk to one another.

Consumer 

first 
tactics

Illustrative 
consumer 
needs: 

home 
decor

She comes into the store 
to see it after being 

inspired on Etsy

If it’s raining outside, she 
shops online instead of 

going to the store

If she needs it 
for a dinner 

party tonight, 
she expects to 

order online 
and pick up 
within hours

If she can’t sleep, she’ll search 
products online and expects to click 

to chat to have her questions answered



Portfolio and 
value
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Portfolio and value

Consumer 
benefit has 
been ignored 
in the name of 
directionless 
innovation 
and mindless 
followership

concept
Consumers seek products 

that deliver on quality and 

status expectations

action
Refocus brand values and 

simplify portfolio, based 

on clear consumer need

and benefit
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Portfolio and value

Consumer needs were 
abandoned as brands 
relied on habitual 
purchasing and trying to be 
everything to everyone
As luxury evolved into 

affordable excess and 

low-price brands delivered 

on quality and style, the 

laundry list of mid-level 

homogenous offerings 

became the problem 

instead of the solution.

Conduct honest brand and offering assessment: 

evaluate what consumers truly need and seek 

from the brand, including points of difference 

and brand attributes.

– Determine balance of utility, aesthetic, and services

– Determine status symbol or role within community

Solve existing or new consumer needs with 

meaningful benefits, rather than focusing 

on competition.

Consumer 

first 
tactics

Illustrative 
SKU 
assessment: 

yogurt

Top seller 1

Top seller 2

Top seller 3

Flavor

Flavor

Customer favorite

Flavor

Customer favorite

Flavor

Flavor

Current:

– 80 percent of revenue from top three flavors

– Flavors 6 and 8 are consumer cult favorites and/or 
associated with the brand

Assess:  

– How many total flavors needed under this brand

– Necessity of innovation pipeline with flavors 11-15
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Messaging and 
branding
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Messaging and 
branding

Consumers 
won’t trust 
brands that 
don’t practice 
what they 
preach

concept
Consumers seek 

brands with consistent, 

authentic messages

action
Conduct a culture audit 

to build clear values and 

messaging from 

the inside out
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Messaging and branding

Brand messaging will be 
critiqued for virtue signaling 
that’s not demonstrated 
in-house; organizations 
should mirror the 
diversity found 
among consumers 

Consumers recognize 

brand contributions and 

look to brands to do some 

of the mission-driven work 

for them.

Develop a clear set of values exhibited both 

internally and externally; live values through 

actions year-round and conduct regular 

culture audits.

Communicate with consumers openly, focusing 

on transparency, and their importance to you.

Develop strategies flexible enough to adapt to 

and be shaped by changes in consumer 

attitudes and behavior.

Consumer 

first 
tactics

Illustrative: 

brands with

purpose 

Causes are supported throughout the year, 
year-over-year, and not just during a 
designated month or when a topic 

is in the news 

Commitment to 
diversity is 
reflected 

throughout the 
organization, 

including brand 
leadership

Clear steps are 
communicated on 

how the organization 
is continuing to 
support values 

and causes

Actions speak louder than words 
(and campaigns)



Consumer 
community
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Consumer community

Consumers 
are inherently 
conflicted and 
seek solutions 
from their 
community, 
including 
trusted brands

concept
Consumers want brand

relationships that transcend

the purchase process

action
Build a trusted community 

through loyalty and 

engagement 
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Consumer community

Consumers often want 
everything at once, 
creating contradictory 
demands and behaviors
People are trusting within 

their community, whatever 

size that may be, but 

skeptical beyond that. Embrace loyal consumers as pillars of brand 

health by learning from them directly (for 

example private shopping hours, testing 

products, or technology).

Reposition engagement approach on personal, 

not personalization, allowing consumers to 

feel seen.

Prioritize physical, local communities to rebuild 

engagement as consumers open to new 

activities.

Consumer 

first 
tactics

Illustrative: 

recent 
consumer 
tensions

Hate out-of-stocks; 
equally hate purchase 

limitations such as "two 
per customer"

Seek trusted and 
comfort brands but 

will accept 
substitutes due to 

unavailability

46 percent can’t 
wait to stop social 

distancing;17 
percent plan to keep 

social distancing 

Are most comfortable 
with activities they 

never stopped doing or 
practice natural social 

distancing despite 
desire for “normalcy”

COVID-19 fatigue: can only feel stressed for 
so long; boredom is overcoming 

personal safety



Additional next steps 
and contact details
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Beyond the consumer first tactics, 
here’s what comes next

Short
In the next 90 days

Medium
In the next six months

Long
In the next year 

Restructure organization to 
manage all channels by same 
team for brand consistency 

Modify operations to support 
demand shocks and behavior shifts 
via digital fulfillment and inventory 
management

Evaluate store layout and redesign, 
flexible labor models, and 
contactless technologies

Optionality

Shift from product/category focus 
into overall portfolio, understanding 
impact on trade spend, store 
layout, and so on

Evaluate launch of new brands 
instead of repeated line extensions 
or halos under larger brands

Emphasize core products and hero 
SKUs to satisfy current needs and 
intangible desire for comfort and 
familiarity

Portfolio

Identify core values; create and 
publish a plan and a statement that 
demonstrates and advocates 
for them

Accept uncertainty; manage by 
enacting social listening and 
enhancing customer service and 
tracking; adapt

Redefine how and where expertise 
and diversity exist; manage and 
reward in a non-hierarchal manner

Messaging

Build consumer micro-segmentation 
to focus on psychographics and 
shared life experience  

Build engagement plan to offset 
in-store challenges via platform, 
as consumer experience evolves

Establish processes to demonstrate 
safety, visually and as a brand, to 
address lingering concerns 

Community



Thank you

Katie Thomas
Lead, Kearney Consumer Institute

+1 412 585 6599 (mobile)
katie.thomas@kearney.com

7 Times Square, 36th Floor
New York, NY 10036, USA
kearney.com

This document is exclusively intended for selected client employees. 
Distribution, quotations, and duplication – seven in the form of extracts –
for third parties is only permitted upon prior written consent of Kearney.

Kearney used the text and charts compiled in this report in a 
presentation; they do not represent a complete documentation 
of the presentation.

For more information contact


